
Read Aloud Program: Small Group Integrative Strategy Guide  

Title:   On a Beam Of Light:  A Story of Albert Einstein 

Author:    Jennifer Berne 

Illustrator:  Vladimir Radunsky 

Themes: Science 

Vocabulary: Wonder, Mystery, Disruption, Magnetism, Curious 

Hear the books read aloud here: On a Beam of Light 

         Items Needed for Center:  device to show video 

  

 

 
I. INTRODUCTION (PREP QUESTIONS) 
 

 Show the cover and read the title. Ask, “What do you know about Albert Einstein? What do you notice about 
how he looks? What do you think he is looking at?”  Ask students if the story will be fictional or nonfictional 
(biography).  

 Ask students to define curious (having a desire to learn or know more about someone or something).  Have 
students share their thoughts as to whether being curious is a good personality trait or not, and why.   

 Have students predict whether they think Albert Einstein was curious and to listen for evidence throughout 

the story. 

 
II.   INTEGRATIVE STRATEGIES 

DURING READING:  

 P. 1: Read; ask students what they notice about the text (red/black).    
 

 Pp. 2-3: Read; ask students what they notice again about the text (red/black; red is larger).  Ask for predictions as 
to why the author chose to do this, and why. (explicit emphasis on key details) 

 

 Pp. 4-5: Read; note the continuing use of red text, Albert’s age, and the author’s reason for emphasizing that 
Albert was not talking. 

 

 Pp. 6-7: Read; ask students what the red text seems to mean now about Albert. (curious) 
 

 Pp. 8-9: Read; emphasize the red text message, as well as the sentence that precedes it and follows it.  How does 
this help us learn more about Albert? 

 

 Pp. 10-11: Read; ask students how Albert has changed (suddenly talkative as he questions everything).  Discuss 

the concept of cause and effect by reminding students that an effect is something that happens, and a cause is 

something that makes it happen.  Have students determine Cause→ Effect  ( Effect: Albert is suddenly talking 

and asking questions about everything; Cause: the compass his father gave him). 

 Pp. 12-13: Read; connect red text to the book title; ask students to infer why it was the most exciting thought 

Albert had ever had and what kinds of questions he might have had in his mind. 

★ 3rd Grade Common Core Reading Standard ★ 

Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations contribute to what is 

conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize aspects of a 

character or setting). 

 

https://youtu.be/XpJlQt7qme8?list=PLsxhaZKvViNrKZDoiKTT_a7blFTit-0zc


 Pp. 14-15: Read; emphasize red text meaning.  Review the topics he was studying.  Ask students what the 

illustration shows (lots and lots of books; topics jumbling; the book that Albert is reading is red to match the red 

text) 

 Pp. 16-17: Read; note red text message and how the illustration conveys that meaning, emphasizing the frenetic 

and chaotic energy of the numbers and symbols.  Reread, “Albert loved numbers.  They were like a secret 

language for figuring things out.”  Have students identify the figurative language used (simile is a comparison of 

one thing to another thing using the word like or as) and what two things are being compared (numbers were 

like a secret language).    

 Pp. 18-21: Read; discuss how Albert continues to think and wonder, and the significance of the red text 

information. 

 Pp. 22-23: Read; emphasize significance of red text and have students discuss how the illustrations support 

Albert’s discovery, including the speech bubble. 

 Pp. 24-25: Read; discuss another discovery as noted by the red text.  Ask students to describe how the illustrations 

support the discovery. 

 Pp. 26-31: Read; discuss. 

 Pp. 32-33: Read; discuss the red text and have students describe how the illustration supports the red text. 

(mixture of musical notes and scientific notations) 

 Pp. 34-43: Read, discuss as needed.   

 Pp. 44-45: Read; ask students to describe the significant relationship between the red you and the red question 

mark. 

III.   INTEGRATIVE STRATEGIES 
POST READING:  

 

 Show students the illustration on the back cover and read the Einstein quote.  Discuss what it means and why 

curiosity is at the foundation of all discoveries. 

 What was the author’s purpose for writing this story?  What lessons can we learn to use in our lives today? 

 
IV.   SMALL GROUPS 

 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMVKvO-gTs8   (4:37) 

 Discuss video. 

 Ask students to cite specific examples from the story of Albert’s curiosity, referring to pages and/or illustrations  

in the book, 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMVKvO-gTs8

